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We introduce a spectroscopic method for measuring the frequency-dependent second-order response using ultrabroadband strongly chirped laser pulses. The dispersion suppresses nonlinear frequency mixing, hence the secondorder response of a material can be unambiguously retrieved. We demonstrate this method by measuring the
frequency-dependent second-harmonic (SH) response of the metals gold, aluminium, silver, and copper in the
wavelength range of about 900–1150 nm and compare the results to classical SH spectroscopy. The SH spectra
indicate that interband transitions in the metals influence the overall nonlinear optical response. © 2014 Optical
Society of America
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One of the key technologies in optics and photonics is
white-light spectroscopy. It allows measuring the linear
optical response of a sample over a broad spectral range.
Beyond optical information, the linear optical spectra
allow for drawing conclusions on the structural composition of the sample under investigation, e.g., when using
circular dichroism spectroscopy [1]. In addition, nonlinear optical spectroscopy, which originates from intense
light–matter interaction, has proven to deliver additional
information. Second-harmonic (SH) generation spectroscopy, for example, enables studying the crystal structure
of a noninversion symmetric medium [2–4]. Furthermore,
SH imaging microscopy can in some cases give superb
contrast when compared to ordinary optical microscopy
[5–7].
In contrast to linear optical spectroscopy with a broadband light source, SH spectroscopy often uses a narrowband laser, and hence, the second-order response is
measured only over a narrow frequency range. However,
just like the linear optical response, which is governed by
the first-order susceptibility χ 1 ω, also the secondorder susceptibility χ 2 ω in general is a frequencydependent quantity, in particular, if the material exhibits
linear optical resonances in the spectral range of interest
[8]. Hence, it is desirable to have access to spectrally
resolved values of the second-order susceptibility. In
principle, ultrabroadband laser sources, which exhibit ultrashort pulse durations in the visible and the near infrared, are available and deliver the bandwidth and the light
intensities, which should allow for measuring the secondorder response over a broad spectral range [9–12].
However, the retrieval of the frequency-dependent
second-order susceptibility χ 2 ω is rendered highly
ambiguous when an ultrabroadband laser source is focused on the sample due to frequency mixing, as explained in the following.
Imagine for simplicity a laser source consisting of
three different equally spaced frequency components
0146-9592/14/185293-04$15.00/0

overlapping in time as shown in Fig. 1(a). When focused
onto a second-order nonlinear material, SH and sumfrequency (SF) generation can be observed, which results in a nonlinear spectrum that exhibits five distinct
intensity peaks. In particular, the central peak in the nonlinear spectrum is composed of the SH signal of the fundamental frequency ω2 as well as of the SF signal of the
fundamental frequencies ω1 and ω3 . For an unknown
frequency-dependent second-order susceptibility it is
impossible to determine the intensity ratio of both contributing effects to this central peak, which also renders
the retrieval of the second-order susceptibility at the frequency ω2 impossible.
Instead of ultrabroadband laser sources researchers
therefore have implemented widely tunable narrowband
lasers in order to avoid the SF mixing processes and to
unambiguously measure the nonlinear response over a
broad spectral range [13–16]. However, tunable systems
often require a highly complex setup and suffer from
power variations and instabilities, which make these experiments quite sophisticated and time consuming.
In this Letter, we introduce a new method for measuring an entire nonlinear SH spectrum using a single

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration for second-harmonic (SH) and
sum-frequency (SF) generation for three different incoming
frequencies traveling (a) at zero time delay or (b) consecutively
in time.
© 2014 Optical Society of America
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chirped broadband laser source. By introducing a large
amount of dispersion we suppress SF mixing processes,
since the different frequency components lack temporal
overlap. Therefore, neighboring frequencies perform SH
generation only individually, which is schematically depicted in Fig. 1(b). We demonstrate this method by measuring the optical SH response of various metal films in
the wavelength range of about 900–1150 nm.
In order to demonstrate this SH measurement technique, which we term ultrabroadband chirped pulse
(UCP) SH spectroscopy, we utilize a setup capable of
producing ultrabroadband strongly chirped laser pulses
as well as more narrowband tunable ultrashort laser
pulses. Thereby, we are able to directly compare UCP
and classical SH spectroscopy, where a narrowband laser is shifted step-wise in wavelength in order to measure
a SH spectrum. The experimental setup is schematically
depicted in Fig. 2(a). We use a homebuilt high-power
Yb:KGW solitary mode-locked oscillator at a repetition
rate of about 44 MHz, emitting 175 fs laser pulses with an
average power of about 2.4 W and a central wavelength
of 1027 nm [17]. These pulses are coupled into a largemode area (LMA) photonic crystal fiber (PCF) for
spectral broadening mainly by self-phase modulation.
Subsequently, the laser pulses are sent into a prism sequence, which allows to compress the laser pulses down
to a pulse duration of about 20 fs [18]. Furthermore, for
amplitude and phase modulation we propagate the laser
pulses through a 4f pulse shaper (PS), which includes a
dual-mask liquid crystal spatial-light modulator [19].
Figure 2(b) shows a measured laser spectrum Iω at
the output of the pulse shaper. For classical SH spectroscopy amplitude shaping using the spatial light modulator
is utilized to generate narrowband Fourier-limited
Gaussian-like 30 fs laser pulses tunable from 900 to
1150 nm [20]. In the case of UCP-SH spectroscopy we
use the 4f setup in order to generate a group-delay dispersion (GDD) ϕ2 of up to 5365 fs2 . The GDD ϕ2 is defined by the second-derivative of the spectral phase ϕω
as ϕ2  ∂2 ϕω∕∂ω2 [21].
Figure 2(c) shows a measured cross-correlation frequency-resolved optical gating (XFROG) trace of the
ultrabroadband strongly chirped laser pulses, which

Fig. 2. (a) Experimental setup for ultrabroadband chirped
pulse SH spectroscopy (LMA, large mode area; PCF, photonic
crystal fiber; PS, pulse shaper; A, analyzer). (b) Measured laser
spectrum at the output of the pulse shaper. (c) Measured
XFROG trace of the ultrabroadband strongly chirped laser
pulses.

we obtained via a SH cross-correlation with the Yb:
KGW oscillator pulses [22]. Due to the large dispersion
value (ϕ2  5365 fs2 ) the laser pulses exhibit a pulse duration on the order of 2 ps. In particular, the different frequency components travel consecutively in time, which
leads to the aforementioned suppression of SF mixing.
Finally, the output of the pulse shaper is focused by a
75 mm focal length achromatic lens on a sample surface,
with an angle of incidence of 45° in p-polarization. The
generated SH in reflection is recollimated by a fused
silica lens, analyzed by a polarizer also oriented along
p-polarization, and the SH signals are measured with a
Peltier-cooled CCD camera attached to a spectrometer.
In order to show that SF mixing processes indeed become suppressed by introducing a large amount of
dispersion we perform SH generation on a quartz crystal
substrate in reflection with different values of GDD
ϕ2 and with the broadband laser spectrum shown in
Fig. 2(b). The quartz crystal does not exhibit optical resonances in the spectral range of the fundamental laser
light as well as the SH light. Hence we can assume a spectrally flat second-order susceptibility χ 2 ω [8]. For a flat
second-order response the generated SH and SF signals
are simply proportional to the complex electric field Et
of the laser pulses in the time domain squared [23]. In
order to mathematically determine the SH spectrum
I 2 ω we have to perform a Fourier transform of the
second-order electric-field amplitude E 2 t ∝ Et2 .
Hence, in the frequency domain the SH spectrum I 2 ω
is given by a convolution:
Z
2
 ∞

I 2 ω ∝ 
dω0 Eω0 Eω − ω0  :
(1)
−∞

Here, Eω  jEωj · eiϕω is the complex electric field
of the laser pulses in the frequency domain. Measured

Fig. 3. Measured (left) and simulated (right) SH spectra generated on a quartz surface with the laser spectrum shown in
Fig. 2(b) for different values of ϕ2 , increasing from bottom
to top. The increase of dispersion suppresses SF mixing and
as a result the SH spectra converge to the laser spectrum
squared. The topmost red spectrum in the measurement column
does not represent a SH spectrum, but corresponds to the measured laser spectrum from Fig. 2(b) squared, plotted over the
SH wavelength for comparison.
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ϕ2 → ∞ ⇒ I 2 2ω ∝ Iω2 ∝ jEωj4 :

(2)

The maximum value of GDD ϕ2 , which we are currently
able to generate with the 4f setup, is about 5365 fs2 . Unfortunately, for this dispersion value SF mixing is not entirely suppressed yet but is strongly reduced. This
circumstance slightly limits the spectral resolution of
UCP-SH spectroscopy, which can be estimated from the
phase difference Δϕ  12 ϕ2 Δω2 between frequency components separated by Δω. If the phase difference Δϕ between two frequencies approaches π these components
interfere destructively and as a consequence SF generation will be suppressed. Using this condition thepspectral

resolution can be approximated by Δλ  λ20 ∕ 2πc2 ϕ2 ,
where λ0 is the central wavelength and c is the speed
of light. For λ0  1000 nm and ϕ2  5365 fs2 we obtain
a value of about Δλ ∼ 18 nm, which is sufficient for
UCP-SH spectroscopy of metal films. When increasing
the dispersion to even higher values the SH spectrum indeed converges to the laser spectrum Iω squared,
which is shown in Fig. 3 in red for comparison.
In order to demonstrate UCP-SH spectroscopy and to
measure the second-order response of metals over a
broad spectral range we evaporated 100 nm thick films
of gold, copper, silver, and aluminum on various quartz
substrates by electron-beam evaporation. During the
evaporation process a small area of the quartz surface
was covered so that partially the surface of each quartz
substrate remains blank. Subsequently, we measured the
SH spectra of the metal films using the maximum available GDD of 5365 fs2 . Furthermore, the SH spectra from
the metal films are divided by a SH spectrum generated at
the interface of the blank quartz surface measured with
the same maximum dispersion value. Therefore, we account for the spectral shape of the laser source and the
influence of any wavelength-dependent components,
very similar to linear optical white-light spectroscopy.
The experimental results of these measurements are
depicted in Fig. 4. The blue data points correspond to
the SH spectra measured via UCP-SH spectroscopy.
These SH spectra exhibit quite high variance at the spectral positions where the reference SH signal from the
quartz substrate is close to zero (see Fig. 3). Hence,
for UCP-SH spectroscopy it is desirable to have an ultrabroadband laser spectrum available that is as smooth
and flat as possible. As mentioned above, we also performed classical SH spectroscopy, shown in Fig. 4, by
the red diamonds for comparison. Therefore, we utilized

SH wavelength (nm)

Au

Cu

Norm. SH intensity Imetal/Iquartz

and simulated SH spectra are depicted in Fig. 3 for increasing values of GDD ϕ2 from bottom to top. For
Fourier-limited laser pulses (ϕ2  0 fs2 ) the SH spectrum
constitutes a single broadband Gaussian-like intensity
peak. Although our fundamental laser spectrum is
strongly modulated, the SH spectrum exhibits a spectral
Gaussian shape due to the SF mixing between all the frequency components. For increasing GDD in measurement and in simulation the SF generation becomes
strongly suppressed. This means that as ϕ2 increases
the SH spectrum converges to the fundamental laser
spectrum Iω squared. Then Eq. (1) simplifies to
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Fig. 4. SH spectroscopy of 100 nm thick bare-metal films plotted over the fundamental laser wavelength. The top axis shows
the SH wavelength. The small blue data points are measured
using UCP-SH spectroscopy. The red data points were obtained
using classical SH spectroscopy.

narrowband Gaussian-shaped 30 fs laser pulses and
tuned these over the entire spectral range in steps of
20 nm. For all SH spectra of the metal films we observe
an excellent agreement between UCP and classical SH
spectroscopy. In particular, in the SH response of the
gold film we find a pronounced peak in the SH-generation
efficiency close to a SH wavelength of about 500 nm. This
peak in the SH spectrum of gold is most likely related to
the onset of interband transitions, which occur for gold at
around this spectral range [24]. For copper we observe a
minimum in the SH spectrum at a SH wavelength of about
530 nm, but an increase toward longer wavelength. The
excitation of interband transitions in copper sets is already slightly below 600 nm [25,26]. Therefore, the SH
spectrum of copper indicates a peak at the long-wavelength side of the SH spectrum, however, our spectral
range is too limited to entirely resolve this peak position.
For silver and aluminum in our spectral window neither
at the fundamental wavelength nor at the SH wavelength
a resonance occurs. Hence, their SH response should be
dominated by a free-electron nonlinearity, which is
underlined by the fact that we observe very similar SH
spectra for aluminum and silver in amplitude and spectral behavior. Furthermore, the SH spectra show a monotonic increase of the SH-generation efficiency toward
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higher frequencies. These findings are consistent with
previous studies of the SH response of metal films
[13,14,27].
In conclusion, we introduced a spectroscopic SH measurement technique, called ultrabroadband chirped pulse
(UCP) second-harmonic (SH) spectroscopy, for measuring the frequency-dependent SH response over a broad
spectral range. We demonstrated this method by measuring the SH response of metal films in the near infrared
from 900 to 1150 nm. We find the SH spectra of UCP
and classical SH spectroscopy to be in excellent agreement. Interband transitions in the metals seem to influence
the nonlinear optical SH spectra of the metal films. We believe that in the future UCP-SH spectroscopy might be
implemented by propagating broadband ultrashort laser
pulses through highly dispersive glasses, which could provide the required dispersion in a straightforward and
simple fashion. Furthermore, UCP-SH spectroscopy might
be utilized for measuring the spectrally resolved nonlinear
response of semiconductors or plasmonic metamaterials,
or for measuring the phase-matching bandwidth of nonlinear optical crystals for frequency conversion.
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